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The World of Child Labor 2014-12-18 the world of child labor details both the current and historical state of child labor in each region of the world focusing on its causes consequences and cures child labor remains a problem of immense social and economic proportions throughout the developing world and there is a global movement underway to do away with it volume editor hugh d hindman has assembled an international team of leading child labor scholars researchers policy makers and activists to provide a comprehensive reference with over 220 essays this volume first provides a current global snapshot with overview essays on the dimensions of the problem and those institutions and organizations combating child labor thereafter the organization of the work is regional covering developed developing and less developed regions of the world the reference goes around the globe to document the contemporary and historical state of child labor within each major region africa latin and south america north america europe middle east asia and oceania including country level accounts for nearly half of the world s nations country level essays for more developed nations include historical material in addition to current issues in child labor all country level essays address specific facets of child labor problems such as industries and occupations in which children commonly work the national child welfare policy occupational safety regulations educational system and laws and often highlight significant initiatives against child labor current statistical data accompany most country level essays that include ratifications to un and ilo conventions the human development index human capital indicators economic indicators and national child labor surveys conducted by the statistical information and monitoring program on child labor the world of child labor is designed to be a self contained comprehensive reference for high school college and professional researchers maps photos figures tables references and index are included

Child Labor 1999-11 consult this handy work when you need accurate and up to date information on such subjects as the effects of work on children s education the economic forces driving the exploitation of minors campaigns and legislation
against child employment how the nineteenth century english factory act was often circumvented and more the alphabetical entries are also referenced by category and there are many citations of contemporary books and studies on specific subjects book jacket

*Child Labor in Sub-Saharan Africa* 2004 bass s comprehensive systematic study examines the complex factors framing child labor in africa and offers a window on the lives of the child workers themselves

**Annotated Bibliography on Child Labour** 2003 the aim of this bibliography on child labour was to assemble the best of the rapidly increasing literature and research material in recent years and make it accessible the focus is from 1995 to 2002 although a few authoritative earlier sources have been included three basic selection criteria were applied the material had to be considered representative relevant and to present sources that had been previously overlooked

**Child Labour** 2003 the book gives an overview of the nature and extent of the problem of child labour and the consequences for the victims these volumes discuss in details the shocking scene of child labour reforms in child labour challenges of measuring child labour children and prostitution global response to child labour action against child labour educational strategies to eliminate child labour natural disaster and child labour it also discusses sympathetically economic exploitation of children

**Action Against Child Labour** 2000 comprehensive and timely this essential book provides a wealth of practical information on planning and carrying out action against child labor offering an array of effective strategies instruments methodologies and information it stresses a multi pronged approach to combating child labor on several fronts economic educational social and cultural it provides striking examples of effective legislation policies programs and projects and offers step by step guidelines for their precise implementation action against child labor examines in depth the vital functions of national policies and programs against child labor while providing valuable insight on developing and improving existing policy setting priorities for action capacity building and creating social alliances in addition it spotlights ways to improve the knowledge base on child labor provides technical and practical guidelines for designing and conducting surveys and offers insights on obtaining information on children compiled by an array of child labor experts this invaluable resource will help governments employers and workers organizations and ngos contribute to eliminating child labor

**Child Labor in the Developing World** 2007 this book provides new evidence of the theoretical and empirical causes and consequences of child labor in so doing the chapters provide a unique set of policy prescriptions that are applicable to both the developing countries that make up the case studies of the volume as well as other countries more broadly the volume is constructed to inform policy with rigorous analysis however unlike most academic studies the language and flavour of the volume is largely non technical while the policy recommendations are practical the volume is made up of three sections the first section builds on the existing literature and provides new theoretical insights into child labor section 2 provides empirical evidence from both quantitative and qualitative case studies on child labor from across asia africa and latin america this section provides information from studies conducted in brazil cameroon the dominican republic india and vietnam section 3 provides policy recommendations

**Every child counts: new global estimates on child labour** 2002 introduction this document presents the results of ilo research on the global magnitude of child labour it introduces new global estimates for economic activity by children and child labour in the sense of ilo conventions nos 138 and 182 there are no
national data to be found in this document the lowest aggregate level presented are the major world regions all estimates are for the benchmark year 2000 child labour is a sensitive subject and numbers on its magnitude play an important role in global policy making and advocacy efforts the research was conducted in acute awareness of this responsibility and used well proven statistical methodologies in an attempt to keep error margins to a minimum all sources underlying definitions and methodological steps are explained in detail the document is divided into three main sections section 1 presents the main findings sections 2 and 3 introduce definitions and methodologies data are presented in tables and charts

Child Labour 2005 explores the issues surrounding child labor worldwide and offers solutions and a plea for more research to be done

Child Labour and Human Rights 2008 the recent trend in the global system is to evaluate the development of any country not in terms of their military or economic strength or the splendor of their capital cities and big public buildings but also in terms of human development or the well being of its citizens against this backdrop the existence and perpetuation of child labor has been one of the main limiting factors standing in the way of human development in almost all the developing countries including India the issue of child labour is a worldwide phenomenon and it exists in almost all the countries of this planet meanwhile it is very sadding to write that our India is one among the nation in the world which has the unique distinction of being a large employer of child labour since child labour is a more complex natured problem a balanced approach is needed to solve this issue with an interactive role from all concerned people and the agencies it is the right time for all to be highly and really think regarding ensure of better social political and economic lives to all sections of the society at least in the interest of human rights in this new millennium apart from the normal style this book contains some thematic discussion on child labor and human rights each chapter has written based on grass root experiences of the author this is the most creamy part of this book each and every chapter of his book gives a different outlook on the problem to the readers this book will be highly useful to academic people anthropologists policy makers ngos research students development agencies and others interested in studying the growing problems of child labour

Child Labor And Human Right: Making Children Matter 1998 provides information regarding the use of abusive or exploitative child labour in the production of goods imported into the united states comprises written and oral testimony submitted by the u s garment importers their subsidiaries contractors and their subcontractors u s companies associations international and nongovernmental organizations includes written statements on child labour policy presented for the record by embassies and government agencies of 45 developed and developing countries

Public Hearings on International Child Labor 2004 this volume has mainly been written in the form of manual for the practitioners and bodies concerned with the problem of child labour such as national and international ngos research institutions and government depts

Child Labour 2003 in its quadrennial global report on child labour the ilo says that the global number of child labourers had declined from 222 million to 215 million or 3 per cent over the period 2004 to 2008 representing a slowing down of the global pace of reduction the report also expresses concern that the global economic crisis could further brake progress toward the goal of eliminating the worst forms of child labour by 2016

Child Labour 1916 explores the place of labor in children's lives and child development by incorporating recent theoretical advances in childhood studies and in child development the authors argue for the need to re think assumptions
that underlie current policies on child labor proposes a new approach to promote the well being development and human rights of working children from publisher description

List of References on Child Labor 2010 this work examines the conditions which lead to child labour in four countries using the findings to recommend a policy approach toward its eradication although Bolivia Colombia Ivory Coast and the Philippines possess different economic and social settings data on the determinants of child labour are strikingly consistent the researchers found that many children's days involve both work and schooling and they conclude that many of the current policy approaches such as bans on child labour are not optimal because they view child work and schooling as mutually exclusive alternatives instead a gradual policy approach in two phases would be more effective this policy would begin by increasing legal and social protection for working children and adding school time to child work routines in the second phase when parents income constraints have been lessened the policy would shift the work school combination toward schooling only their policy also calls for joint provision of support to home enterprises and enrollment incentives especially for girls

Accelerating Action Against Child Labour 2010 how can we reduce child labor in the unfavorable circumstances of a global economic slowdown this new flagship report the first in a series to be published annually by the ILO's International program on the elimination of child labor brings together research on child labor and social protection identifying policies that are designed to achieve multiple social goals this report includes analyses of national child labor trends based on the latest survey data discussions of the role of poverty and economic shocks in rendering households vulnerable to child labor and detailed consideration of income transfers public employment programs social insurance and microcredit initiatives as they have been implemented around the world the report distills a broad range of research in economic and social policy and should be of interest to those looking for ways to combat poverty in the present and reduce its burden on the next generation

Rights and Wrongs of Children's Work 1999 with reference to India

The Policy Analysis of Child Labor 2013 this work examines the developments in the campaign against child labour and the defence of the rights of children

World Report on Child Labour 2002 this book discusses issues of child labor such as poverty malnutrition social disadvantage gender globalisation and education and looks at both physical and psychological threats the editors concentrate on child labour in the developing world where most of it occurs

The Lost Innocence 1988 utilizing data collected under adverse and even hostile conditions in defiance of the mafia like organizations that shield industries exploiting child labour from the gaze of the outside world this book describes the working conditions of these children

Combating Child Labour 2010-07-01 for the last two decades child domestic work carried out in Nigeria as well as in other countries in Africa Latin America and Asia has been given increasing attention by international policy makers and scientists yet the research mainly focuses on the living and working conditions of these children which also forms part of this book however in addition political and pedagogical measures of intervention employed on international national and local levels on child domestic work are also at the centre of analysis against the background of post colonial theory the author studies the effects of social modernisation in Nigeria as a rapidly growing national economy on child domestic work and historically retraces the origins of this form of child work back to indigenous modes of socialisation and social security within the pre colonial Nigerian extended family network the research is based on field work in Nigeria including interviews and documentary analysis
Child Labour 1997 in Britain the phrase child labour is associated with the past with children going up chimneys and down mines however in reality British children continue to perform arduous jobs and British multinationals exploit child workers across the globe this book explores the theoretical context of child labour research before considering the history of child labour and concluding with the present situation in the UK and USA

Born to Work 2014-10-30 the ever present threat to some children posed by hazardous work remains a critical but often forgotten issue of our times children can best be protected from serious work hazards by action which forms part of a broader commitment to reducing child labour the authors present an action oriented overview which as well as being of interest to the general public can also provide policy makers with useful material drawn from personal experience this is particularly valuable in an area where documentary data are scarce such experiential data necessarily rely on the use of numerous case exampl

Child Domestic Work in Nigeria 1999-01-01 contents child labour in India some issues role of the national child labour project in Berhampur city of Orissa child labour in India problems and perspectives child labour in transport sector a study Indian child labour challenges for 21st century child labour in Southern Orissa a study child labour in hazardous occupation a study of India and Orissa child labour in hazardous engagements a focus on the NCLP in Bolangir study of child labour a close look child labour causes consequences and cure

A Thing of the Past? 1995 this important book seeks to answer fundamental questions about child labour s economic causes the working conditions children endure implications of their labour for the economic outlook of the countries concerned and actions and policies to combat it

First Things First in Child Labour 2003 this comprehensive educative and informative book deals with all the major issues concerning child labour all children welfare legislations in pre and post independent India rules regulations and ILO conventions have been applied and dexterously taken into account for dealing with the subject of study

Child Labour in Hazardous Sectors 2003-09-07 social welfare problems

Combating Child Labour A Review of Policies 1996 168 million boys and girls work as child labourers in farms fields factories homes streets and battlefields around the world a staggering 85 million are engaged in illegal hazardous work which is harmful to physical mental spiritual moral and educational development what is the extent of child slavery around the world and what are the industries which exploit children this book tackles the myths and misunderstandings surrounding child labour and explains the international labour standards and approaches aimed at eventually eliminating the exploitation of children the book also measures global progress in reducing child exploitation including the role of Australian companies and consumers in ensuring the goods they produce and purchase meet minimum age standards child labour is everyone s business

Child Labour 1997 present your readers with a truly global review of the issue of child labour essays are collected from highly respected international sources sharing viewpoints from places such as Bolivia West Africa South Asia Bangladesh Uzbekistan Ireland and Brazil readers will learn about children who work in coal mines the sex trade agriculture and other industries essential essays share information regarding the responsibility of corporations to stop child labour essay sources include the anti slavery society global march against child labour the child workers in Asia Foundation international labour organization and the coalition to stop the use of child soldiers

Public Hearing on International Child Labor 2003 targeted at small and medium sized NGOs provides practical information gathered from local practitioners in Africa Asia Latin America and the Caribbean and from international organisations
and networks considers the very large group of child workers whose situation is potentially a worst form of child labour resembling slavery gives advice on how to reach these children and deal with rescue rehabilitation and reintegration how to assess their needs and how to deal with institution and capacity building  

Child Labour 1998 the role of international law in the elimination of child labor offers an indispensable contribution to current debates on child labor addressing a broad range of subdisciplines  

Definitions and Legal Provisions on Child Labour in Southern Africa 2003 this guide aims to help policy makers and practitioners design practical and targeted projects by applying the techniques of project design to the complex problem of child labour the reader is guided through the logical sequence of steps necessary for effective project design and the drafting of coherent project documents it includes guidelines on international labour standards situation analysis and interviewing techniques  

Child Labour and Its Impact on Children's Access to and Participation in Primary Education 2009  

Child Labour 2017  

Child Labour 2009-06-05  

Child Labor 2000  

Improving Action-oriented Research on the Worst Forms of Child Labour 2005  

Child Domestic Workers 2007-10-15  

The Role of International Law in the Elimination of Child Labor 1993  
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